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B, Tarmami and Vt Poppmoí.er ¿ Re starch division 
oí BorJ.er BTOû0 à Go,.   '•.,-',ä. , -Áu 'ri'x, 

)>u.ving the Inst •:,?.-! ye-r*, ths continuous ca.:-bv..y of rxecl has l,ee:i wlvwe-ed 

from the trial btage  to  ¿ha-, of a full flaaß3d TA-OùP/S+îOU method.      Today,   it is a 

casting method which Tins achieved fu7.>. ccutii'.i-iy to the conventional tasting  oí ingots. 

Sheets from continuously cast clubs end  ?eo-¿ionfi from square billots obtcixied 

by the continuous cashing  npihod ere equal or  superior in quality to the produce 

prooc-ssed iron ingots,      Howrer, duo to the more favourable ooonomio aspects of 

the continuous casting process, their costs of production are  lower, 

For many applications, continuously car.t round billets aro especially uccf il. 

This applies to drop  "orgod ani rressed parts,  tc -¿he manufact'ire  of iúhea ¿y ne¡rns 

of rotary piercing mills ac well as to the manufacture of rings on tiro mill«.   f«id 

especially to the ncv  hot-To.rJ--.ing J:>rcces3 of extruding. 

For the above reasons, there TUS enough incentive to enquire into -'che  Peccai 

require;ncntr, i'or -the continuous casting of round aections and to determine   !;},< 

conditions for large  saale production.      At ihs very beginning;  it must be SMíOC. tliat 

round sections ero more difficult to car.t than  urpuisre or n-ron i'j.Qt sections *       'íhe 

application of tho round sections for the processor mentioned above,  how^vov, 

promised to entu.il so riaay ¿dvantc.gea in l-eapjct   ! o quali >;,>  and  economy *-hat  v>K' 

costs for the  invf. stiglio:-  of  the  casting conations hid  en be accent od, 

While in oxï.j-  .-alash: more emphasis was piocoo   or. „on?re at,d fiai  Recti ».-F, the 

workc at Xapfenbeïgj  < hi'd' ty tradition ¿¡pont   larg1  sum:; TI ••-(3i.arc!i;  decided   be 

vackle t?-? ditficvu+.-.'îi- pos^J. by tbo ci\?t.,.ng of roma billets end te develop   ;he 

proseas to routine ¿Rifeci:'!on.       T'-ie devoloprvi:-  vii-'c vj,3 .".coatly raaitíted by tha 

comprehensive r^nga   if sub^oq-ent processes -.vhj.ib voi:u ov.-,i:'.o')le  r.v,  tho wor'co there. 

It will no;/ D? endeavoured to discus« the   pviioua problema occurring at -Mte 

casting of reuní billctr viri the  further procer-«sin- of the   ¡.atter ,      At tho  t-.no time 

the practical aspecto of the casting procedure   shr-il oltain proper tx'aatmant 

GE.63-1.V6; 
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Sfeg_So¿iaifioatlop.of Rçynd J¿UgÍ£ 

When the liquid metal comes into contact with the mould wall, a thin solid skin 

is formed quickly from which solidification continues radially towards the centre» 

In its lower part,  the liquid core assume- the shape of a very slender cone«       In the 

round billets;  solidification;  of ¿ourse,  follows the same laws as are applicable 

for ingots, but tho individual crystals are  smaller and iiner ao in the ingots.      This 

is due to the faster rate  of cooling end 3olid;.f.ication which occur at least  in small 

and medium sized sections.,      Tho  case of fine globular crystals is followed by a more 

or less distinct columnar oryata]  /one while the centre again consists of equi-axed 

crystals.      The depth of the various zones is dependent on the type of steel,   and, 

for one type  of ateel is greatly influenced by the casting temperature,,      The   case 

which forms at the level of the liquid metal 3hrink¡s quickly on further cooling and 

lifte fron the mould wail        The lifting occurs in an irregular manner.      In square 

sections,  the edges are subject to increased cooling and preferred solidification 

whereby a rigid structure develops,,      In round sections no  such preference  can 

develop^  and tha places where lifting occurs and weaker cooling results, will vary 

not only from heat to heat but also within one heat.      This is one of the main 

difficulties experienced in the casting of round section*.       The premature and strongly 

irregular lifting of  the case is accentuated by high pouring temperatures and  lew 

tempeiaturee of the mould walls  (chilling effect).      For this reason, good results 

uan bo obtained with the  lowest possible casting temperatures and high temperatures of 

the nould walls        Pig.  1 shows the increase of thickness of the case of a round 

billet 150mm (6 in.) dia,, made visible b" the bleeding of the billet.      The billet 

wa3 mso from plain carbon steel containing 0..2Î>>6 carbon.       The rate of casting was 

1.50m (5 it,) per minute and the casting temperature as measured in the tundish 

amounted to 1530°C  (2?86°P).       The opposite diagram, using a distorted scale, 

indicates the rate of growth along the longitudinal section,      The indicated values have 

been compiled from mean measurements»      The cross section clearly indicates that the 

growth follows an irregular pattern along the circumference  of the top portion.      As 

mentioned  before, the reason for this is to be found in the  irregular lifting of the 

case from the mould.      As can be seen from the sections which were taken further down 

the billet, the  irregular growth can be equalised by proper control of the  secondary 

cooling arrangement.      The fine! rolidifioation inte a  sonica:-, flag blanket  oan result 

in the  formation of small  secondary pipes in the centre.       These, however,  are not 
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interconnected and thus pose no problem during subsequent processing operations if 

the casting was carried out properly.  The rotary field inductor of JUNGHNAS - 

¡9CHAABER offers an additional means for the prevention of central pipes.  By 

the use of thie equipment, a primary structure which lends itself readily to further 

processing operations can be obtained also from steels which tend to pronounced 

columnar solidification.  Fig* 2 shows the effect of the rotary field on the 

solidification and porosity of the centre of au austenitic chrome-nickel steel. 

The figure also shows the influence of the mould wall temperature on the lifting 

behaviour of the case and the formation of the primary crystals.  While a high 

mould wall temperature resulted in a uniform radial solidification, preferred lifting 

from and subsequent contac+inc of the mould wall were observed with the cold mould 

whereby the primary crystallisation deviated from its purely radial direction and 

took place in four distinct areas. 

Casting Speed and Production Bate 

The possible casting speed is dependent upon the heat transfer.  The latter, 

again, is a function of the area to be cooled and the heat contents.  Since a cirole 

possesses the smallest circumference of a given area» it is plain that the heat 

transfer does not find as favourable conditions as with square or even flat sections« 

Sine« the ratio circumference : area of a circle corresponds to that of a circum- 

scribed square, it wan to be expected that the casting speed oi  round billets could 

be equalled to that square sections whose sides were equal to the diameter.  By 

means of extensive trials, this was also proved experimentally.  As the circum- 

scribed circle has only 7Jf> of the area of the corresponding square, the casting rat« 

is necessarily smaller.  Fig. 3 represents the possible casting speeds and the 

corresponding production rates for round and square sections.  The break in the 

curve can be accounted for by the fact that a constant depth of -the liquid core 

was assumed for sections of more than 150 mm ( 6 in. ) side length or diameter. 

If an excessive length of the liquid core is permissible, the casting speed can be 

increased,of course.   The casting speeds given in this connexion must be 

considered as upper limits according to the present state of technique and, of 

course, cannot be applied for all steel types.  They are valid, for instance, for 

austenitic chrome-nickel steels whioh are very insusceptible to rapid cooling* 

The same applies to low carbon steels such as reinforcing bars and tonnage stesi. 

By no means can they be applied to tool steels» 

-£¿H 
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As mentioned before, round sections require higher temperatures of the inner 

walls of the moulds than square or flat sections»      With this in mind, it is 

possible to use materials having a smalle.-- coefficient of thermal conductivity such as 

brass, bronze or iron for the construction of the moulds.      For small round sections 

which permit relatively high casting speeds, the temperature of the mould walls can 

bo held as low as for square sections so that the use of copper moulds is suggested« 

At any rate, the material must possess the highest possible yield point combined with 

a smal?. thermal expansion.      If these requirements are met,  a long mould life can be 

expected.      With a small coefficient of thermal conductivity and a low yield point, 

considerable stresses will occur in the mould at the level of the liquid metal if the 

coefficient of thermal conductivity is small.      This will lead to a contraction of 

the mould in the vicinity of the level of the liquid metal.      This behaviour of the 

mould wall is further accentuated by the frequent changes in the height of the level, 

so that many continuous casting machines are fitted with an automatic control of the 

steel level. 

The contraction of the mould at the level of the liquid steel can be determired 

by taking    careful measurements or are revealed by longitudinal cracks on the surface 

of the billets.      Fig,  4 shews cracks caused by the above reason.    If such cracks 

occur for the first time in the life of a mould, it is possible to eliminate them for 

the casting of the heat on hand by reducing the casting speed.      After the casting 

operation, however, the mould should be removed and conditioned immediately. 

The high casting speeds for round s< at ions which were given above can be 

applied only when the moulds are provided with a taper.      By means of the taper, the 

lifting of the billet from the mould is retarded and the solidification condition 
improved. 

Instead of conical moulds finely undulated moulds *an be used for the purpose 

of obtaining a higher casting speed if machining or flamescarfing precedes the hot 

working operation.      The construction of round moulds is simple since seamless dréwn 

tubes may be used for the purpose.    Flanges can easily be mounted by means of screwed 

connectione and the maintenance of the used moulds can be carried out repeatedly by 
grinding. 

To conclude the discussion of nioulds it must be stressed that the casting of 

round 3ections demands moulds that are absolutely free from any deficiency whatsoever. 
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^rPJDi nt Round BiH«*f 
Extensiv* investigations have shown that the bending alio of round section» ia 

possible without any adverse affects as to their quality.  This applies not only to 

billets which have solidified completely prior to bending lit also to those which 

hsvs a liquid core left inside.  Thus continuous casting machines having a small 

overall height can be built also for round sections.  No matter whether the billets 

are oast in a tower-type machine and cut in the vertical position or whether they 

are bent into the horizontal position during solidification or whether they are oast 

in a bent mould where the billets are made to solidify followed by straightening in 

ths horisontal position, it i« important for any type of machine that a sufficiently l 

long solidification range is provided since the billets are susceptible to excessive 

oooling. 

TA* Processing of Continuously Cut Round. 

Continuously oast round billet» can offer technological advantages during their 

further manufacture into finished products by hot-*rorking.  Such operations, for 

instance, may include drop forginp and tire rolling.  Round billets are also a 

prerequisite for piercing mills and extrusion plants.  Since the continuously oast 

rounds can be considered as billets as far as their dimensions are concerned, it was 

desirable to have oast sections available for further processing by the methods 

mentioned above.  Cast billets have; already been used for large scale production 

and have proved their suitability.  Their application has brought about all the 

expected advantage E and no disadvantages at all were observed in respect to the 

quality of the products. 

Fig. 5 shows a range of drop forged products that were manufactured directly frost 

cast round stook*  The products in question differ widely in regard to their shapes 

and their steel analyses.  The use of east rounds as starting material for drop 

forging« and stanrpiniro suggest an advantage in respect to quality when the workpieoe 

is to be severely stressed in the transverse direction.  The excellent applicability 

of east rounds in the drop forging process has been proved for all kinds of operations. 

This holds true also for offhand upsetting in the direction of the axis of the billets 

as wall as for indireot extrusion of shells.  It must be mentioned that the cast 

billets must be absolutely free from surface defeets and cracks. 

•"an •ìCTifc*ìS-9aìSw£wKJi»*« 
Tli iliMB 
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For rotary piorcing mills, round sections are indispensable a« starticg material« 

Since ingots raust be converted into billets before they can be used as stock, 

continuously ct.st rounds offer special advantages as regards manufacturing costs. 

The demands placed on the cast  stock again in«T«de  P. qooA. surface;  freedom from 

cracks and in eddition to that,  relative absence  oí secondary pipes in the centre. 

The latter applies especially  to high sarbon steels in which considerable secondary 

pipes may occur owing to the widp solidification ranLe.      Such pipes invariably 

result in fiaw3 at  bhs inside of the tubes during the rolling on a rotary pieroing 

mill.      Another demand /rhich must bo satisfied is the absence of slag inclusions in 

th€  steel.      This demand raust be  fulfilled by the molting shop sinoe no influence 

can be axerted by the casting practice.      The considerable stresses occurring during 

the rolling proceas tuay lead to fractures which originate at the non-metallic 

inclusions»      Fig. 6 shows such fractures which occurred ij. a ballbearing steel. 

Perfect cast billets yield perfect tubes.      ïhey cannot be distinguished from 

tubes ootained from big ingots.      This applies not  only to the type and distribution 

of slag inclusions but olso to the carbide distribution as can be seen from the ball 

bearing stock«      Pig, 7 shows the outside and inside surface, the carbide disti-b-tion 

and cleanness of a tube which was rolled from a cast round 150 mm (6 in.) dia. 

The typical analysis of the steel was i carbon 1JS  chromium lr5f&, manganese 0,35ft 

and silicon O.ÜOJfc, 

Tire rolling of round billets has also given good results.      As an example, 

Fig.. 3 shows a ring mode from ball bearing steel.      The ring has an CD of 245 am 

^10 in*) and an ID of 190 mm {7$% inj.     Ilio stock used for th* purpose was a oar» 

hi]lai of 130 mm (6 in, ) dia.      As can be seen from the photograph, the outside and 

inside surfaces of tlw ring as well as its structure and oarbi.de distribution are 

perfect. 

A now field of application for cast billets is offered by extrusion.      Bars 

again, the use of round »took is imperative,       The use of billets obtained from 

ingots considerably increase the manufacturing coats of the finished produots.    Thus, 

cast rounds effer special economical aspects.      The combination of the continuous 

casting process and the extrusion process seems to offer a great possibility for the 

future.     Sit o] types which have been processed in this way include low and medium 
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oarbon steels, ball bearing steels as well as unstabilised and titanium stabilised 

auetenitie ehrome-niokel steels. The extrusion process was applied for tubes and 

Tarious other sections of which Pig. 9 shows two examples« 

In addition to the processes mentioned above, ca3t rounds will find additional 

application, especially in the field of quality steels.  Thus, it has been 

established that the use of cast rounds instead of square billets can be of 

advantage for the surface quality of rolled stock.    This ie due to the fact that 

the mill scale falls off more readily from round stock during rolling in bar mills« 

However, round sections are more difficult to handle in reheating furnaces.  Further 

advantages may be offered by round billets also when a surface conditioning operation 

must be introduced in order to give the desired quality.  On the one hand round 

seotions possess the smallest circumference for a given oross section, am*, on the 

other hand, the conditioning can be carried out by means of simple and cheap lathes« 

Altogether, it can be stated that the cast rounds offer such advantages in 

economical, technological and qualitative respects for a number of processing 

operations that their future application nay be taken for granted, and, for all 

appearances; will be subject to a considerable increase. 
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